Sorne classes of basic sequences ix. Hanach spaces are studied.
we write <r,u> instead of u(z). If (x,,) is a sequence ix. X, b>' [z,.J we mean its closed linear span. Sinúlarí>', II (xn,,.) is a double sequence ix. X, then [zn,,. ] is its closed linear span. Il' (z,.) is a basic sequence, then we put 4 , vi E 1V, for the linear functionals in [z,4 associated to the Schauder basis (x,.) of [ml. If there is an integer Iv greater or equal to zero such that [4] has codimension Iv in [r,.I, then the basic sequence (z,.) is said to be k-shrinking ix. particular, when Iv = O, (r,.) is said to be shrinking. If the basic sequence (za) has the property that for an> ' given sequence (a,.) in E such that ix sup{I¡ >3ajzj II: vi E IV} < ca, is of the t>'pe P, but it is not of the type P. Qn the other hand, the natural basis of Ii is of the type W but not of the t>'pe P.
Properties P and P were introduced by Singer lix [15] . The following result, to be found in [15] (see also [16, p. 311 ]), will be needed afterwards: a) A basic sequence (a',.) in the Banach space X has property P if and only ji (4) has property Pt
For the next lemnia we assume that X is a Banach space and that U is a finite-dimensional subspace of X. Let .8 be a bounded absolutel>' convex subset of X such that hIzl!= sup{¡<z,u>l: uefi}, zEU.
We consider a weaW dense subset 5 of .8. 
Clearí>', (y,,.,. : <fl is a subsequence of (a',,, : =). We seo next that (y,,,,, : <) is a basic sequence in X. We take two arbitrar>' subindices pq and rs so that pq < rs. Lot Mc be the subindex immediatel>' prior to rs. We take
Repeatedi>' makirg use of (7), it follows that
and therefore (y,,.,, : =) is a basic sequence ir X whose basic constax.t b is less or equal than H,n,n(1+enrn 
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Thex. This selection is guaranteod b>' the fact that wealÉ-x.eighborhoods are always infinite-dimensional and also that the closed bail centered at zero with radius j a'n, 11/2 is weak-closed ix. Xt We then apply the former proposition to obtain a subsequence(y,»n)~, of (z,»,,)~1
, m E iv, such that be a basic sequence ix. X so that, if~denotes the canonical nxapping from X ox.to Xt/Iynrn]', then saO') = [y~rn] . Wc ' a',., u~,, b>' a',,, vi EN, and un,,. b>' a',» 
[a',.] Ss noÉ Iv-shrinking for every non-negative integer Iv
Praof. We ma>' assume, after Propositiox. Xl' un Lomma 3 we take u,,,,. = u,., m,vi E 1V, we ma>' obtain the following result which is a reflnemex.t of a theorem of [10] . e) LeÉ a boundedly compleÉe w'-basic subsequence (u,. 1) of (u,.) such that [u,.4 Ss I-norming with respect to Al/[u,,11±. Ftom the same leinma we ma>' also obtain the followix.g result of [10] (u,.) 
that Ss boundedly complete.
Proof. Let Y a Banach space with separable dual Y' such that there is sun isomorphism 4> from [u,.] If r is a positive integer snch that a,.~O, thex. y0 does not belong to the closed linear spax. of (4,(un) We proceed sus in the proof of last proposition to obtain a subsequence be a basic sequence un x' with Propert>' P'. Qn the other haud, haying in mmd Lemma 3, we ma>' obtain (21) SO that it is w'-basic axid boundedl>' complete. Then, if Y is the subspace of Al orthogonal to the linear span of (21), it follows that Al/Y is quasi-reflexive of order r, has a shrinking Schsuuder basis sund, after result a), such basis satisfles Property P.
U
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